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In the mid-90s of last century, advertorial was pioneered by the health care 
industry as a form of advertising. Because of its large amount of information, 
cost-effective, flexible means of communication and so on, advertorial was loved by 
advertisers, and the newspapers are full of it. Up to now, the academic study of this 
phenomenon spread still in the speculative level, and the empirical study is so rare. 
Therefore the writer chooses Guangzhou Daily and Beijing Evening News those are 
the highest value of the domestic newspaper advertising as the sampling media, to 
analysis its advertorials. For the sake of researching advertorial characteristic and 
problem in present newspaper. 
The results of this study show: Advertorial has become an important part of 
newspaper advertising. Especially in urban newspapers, there is a trend that the 
number of advertorial will be more than advertising. Color and picture are also 
gradually enriched, moreover color and pictures which contain news or product 
images are predominant. In the performance form, advertorial has strong concealment. 
It’s layout style consistent with other non-advertising information, and these are 
mainly distributed in the lower half edition of news、feature pages and special issue. 
Furthermore, the advertorial don’t use or just use simply ad frame to separate 
advertising and news. The way of treatment pictures and words keep pace with news. 
In advertising information, it is a most common operation that using news、science、
case studies and lyrical writing techniques. The news is the highest using frequence in 
all of those writing techniques in two newspaper, but this writing techniques is illegal. 
In using of recognizable ad label, there are many apparent violations too. More than 
50% advertorial don’t contain ad label. In the other advertorial which contain ad label, 
the phenomenon that non-uniform label, vague meaning, small size, inconspicuous 
location are very common. Under the character of concealment, it is such a serious 
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protect advertorial healthy and smooth development, the media and advertising 
industry should be strictly compliance with laws and regulations. Resolutely resist this 
advertorial which using news writing techniques; regulate the use of ad label; enhance 
the layout expression; enrich the advertorial theme and appeals. 
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第二节  国内外研究现状 
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